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Burmese Section: 
 
1. Sitagu Sayadaw - Buddha Day Greeting 
2. Umbrella Set up Victory - Poem -Sagaing Min Shein 
3. Ashin Kavisara – Poem – Swan Saung Nhaing Mu Thu Ma Tu 
4. Ashin Janita – No Need to be Worry 
5. Ashin Nandamalabhivamsa – Anumana to Pativeda 
6. Ashin Pantitavarabhivamsa – Dhamma Piti 
7. Ashin Jotalankara – Thit Dabin Kaung Nhet Tathaung Ko - PDF –  
  copy from email attach 
8. Dhamma Beri - Anicca 
9. Ashin Ariyadhamma – Sitagu Vihara Diary 
10. Ashin Osadhasara – Ein Met Tayam go Win See Gyin 
11. Ashin Candasiri – Wishes by Noble Person 
12. Ashin Saccanyana – Moon in Austin 
13. Ashin Aggadhamma – Texas – Lone Star State 
14. Ashin Karunya – Amhi Kaung Mha Chan Thar Ra 
15. Ashin Sunanda – Saddha & Sasana  
16. Theinmweoo BHU – Sone Kuint Ma Ya De Dreams 

17. Candima -                     ၀ ၤ          
18. Lokanatha, UK – Seen from 20 Years ago 

19. Candasi (Sayalay) – Ditthe Ditta Mattam Actual Practice  
20. Wonzinmin – Asin Alar 
21. Aung Koe – Pan Win Ne – PDF – copy from email attach  
22. Daw Aye Kyaing – Thay Gyin Tayar Soo Thi 
23. Daw Mya Kyi – Significant 2014 
24. Kunsiri – Kappiya Diary  
25. Min Nanda – Change & Make Change  
26. Sitagu Nyan Soe – Poem – Dot Ku Tho 
27. Min Nanda – Poem - Many Errors in the World  
28. Byaetaraw – Poem – The Min Sayar Wondarmi                                                  

29. Biography of Ashin Saccanyana 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

English Section : 

 

Dr. Ashin Nyanassara - LET’S BUILD COMMON PLATFORM 
 

Ashin Cintita - East Meets West at SBV: a progress report 

Wonzinmin – Disorientation, Orientation,,, and Beyond 

Dr. Tin Nyunt - Neither the Same nor Another [na ca so na ca añño] 

Wendy Bixby - Essential for life !  

Marianne Mitchell - Meeting the White Marble Buddha 

A Brief Biography of Sayadaw Dr. Ashin Ariyadhamma 

Biography of Ashin Cintita Dinsmore 
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LET’S BUILD COMMON PLATFORM 
By Dr. Ashin Nyanassara 

 

In commemoration of the Buddha’s day which falls on the Full moon Day of 

May, known as Vesakha Punnima, I am very happy to take this opportunity to 

convey my sincere wishes, pure love, and boundless compassion to all beings in 

the whole world. Then I take great honor and appreciation in participating in this 

great celebration of the Buddha, The Greatest Teacher of men and gods celebrat 

at the Headquarter of United Nations in New York, USA. 

 

This “Threefold Sacred Day” is the most significant and auspicious day for the 

Buddhist world, since Siddhattha Gotama was born at Lumbini Park in Nepal, 

attained supreme enlightenment, became the Buddha at Uruvela Forest near Gaya 

in India, passed into Parinibbana (final Demise) at Sala Forest in Uttaraparadesh 

of India. These three great events took place on this very full-moon day of May. 

After His enlightenment, He lived for forty-five years as a Buddha, within 45 

years the Buddha taught only the Dhamma. Dhamma is not a kind of Religious 

System, but it is a system to learn, to practice, to train, to understand for those 

who are keen to turn new leaves of life, and to convert from evil to noble. 

Dhamma is an allmighty technique to solve the problems of mankind. 

Many political leaders of the world have organized and formed and reformed 

many organizations in order to solve the problems of nations. 

The United Nation Organization is a unique example in the world. But unity in 

diversity, diversity in unity, love in hate, hate in love, association in separation 

etc. are unavoidable dualisms, this way and that nobody can find ultimate 

solutions for a nation in the world today. 

 

Science and technology also never can find solutions for spirituality; they can 

search and research to end the problems of the world, but will only search on and 

on to no avail. The world of living beings is constituted of both mind and 

materiality. One of the Buddha’s messages is "Mano pubbangama dhamma," that 

is, mind is forerunner, mind makes human life, mind is master of man, mind 

molds the human life, human beings are architects of their own lives, so, in order 

to create a beautiful life, we should mold our minds to be beautiful. Nowadays, 

the world of mankind is full of chaos, full of evil, full of battles, full of crime, 



full of sorrow and suffering. These unpleasant situations and miserable events are 

generated by evil minds. Many of Buddha’s messages mention that the starting 

point of these miserable events is the selfishness thought of an egocentric world. 

The beginning of competition and conflict is the thought of jealousy or 

unhappiness about other’s progress and success. Therefore, the Buddha 

emphatically stated that “you should exert yourself to convert from selfishness to 

selflessness, from jealousy to joy, from evil to nobility." 

The message of the Buddha is absolute tolerance. Intolerance is the greatest 

enemy of all religions. The Buddha advised His disciples not to become angry, 

not to be discontented, even not to be displeased when others speak of ill of Him 

and His teaching. If you show displeasure, you will only bring yourself into 

danger of spiritual loss. Another one of His profound messages is to exercise 

loving-kindness toward every living being making no distinction whatever. He 

clearly stated that loving-kindness and tolerance are the foundation for the spirit 

of brotherhood of all nations and all religions. 

 

This universal spirit of brotherhood of loving-kindness, boundless compassion 

and great tolerance will break down all barriers separating one nation from 

another. If we followers of different faiths cannot meet on a common platform 

like brothers and sisters, simply because we belong to different religions then, 

surely, the noble religious leaders will have failed in the noble missionary 

services for the cause of humanity. So, we religious leaders try to remove such 

evil spirits of internal enemies from everyone's respective religious standpoint. 

So, to solve the common problems of all nations we should build a common 

platform to walk on together. This is our common platform: the thought of 

selflessness, the thought of sincere wishes, the thought of pure love, the thought 

of compassion, the thought of tolerance and the thought of right understanding, 

What we are? Where we are? 

What do we have to do? 

May all beings in suffering be liberated from suffering. 

May all beings in danger be liberated from danger. 

May all beings in sorrow be liberated from sorrow. 

 

Venerable Dr. Ashin Nyanissara, (Ph.D., D. Litt.) 



East Meets West at SBV: a progress report,  

Dr. Ashin Cintita 

The Sitagu Buddha Vihara has two primary missions. The first is to support the spiritual and 

community needs of Burmese families who have emigrated to the Austin area. The second is to 

offer the Triple Jewell to those products of old emigrations (“the Americans”) ready to accept 

this precious gift. This report concerns progress in fulfilling the second of these missions. 

Established on Honeycomb Drive nineteen years ago with the indispensable aid of local Burmese 

Buddhists and at the incentive of Sitagu Sayadaw, the monastery began attracting some 

participation from the Americans almost immediately. Undoubtedly key factors in this were the 

extraordinary character and advanced education of the monks that Sitagu Sayadaw had chosen to 

come here from Myanmar, along with the heartfelt hospitality that comes naturally to Burmese 

communities. Some of the very early American participants are still active in the life of the 

monastery to this day. I myself first began visiting the monastery out of curiosity in 2004, as a 

priest at the Austin Zen Center. Since ordaining in Myanmar and becoming resident at SBV as 

“the American monk,” I have naturally assumed a special role as a bridge between East and 

West. Among our initiatives:  

Classes have been offered increasingly in English as well as in Burmese. This includes 

classes for children, in which American kids have participated alongside Burmese, a 

regular Abhidhamma class, and classes based on the Pali Suttas, taught in a manner 

sensitive to Western religious and cultural predilections. We have made use of four spaces 

for teaching classes at SBV: the Dhamma Hall, the Shwezigon Pagoda, the Dhamma-Ceti 

Library and the dining hall. 

Increasingly Westerners have become active in vihara activities and in volunteer services 

to the vihara. Many are drawn here by festival events, to which we extend open 

invitations, particularly targeting our neighbors in our dissemination of fliers. Many are 

drawn here by marketing of  particular English-language classes on the Internet. Many 

people potentially interested in either Buddhism or meditation simply find 

sitagu.org/austin/ on the Web. And many hear about us by word of mouth. 

Alongside this newsletter, we also disseminate Sitagu’s free English-language 

publications in our library. Our library is organized approximately half and half into 

Burmese-language and English-language sections. Books are available for lending on all 

aspects of Buddhism, along with works on Burmese culture and many general-interest 

topics. 

Our monks have made many public presentations in English, including our founder 

Sitagu Sayadaw, primarily by invitation to universities, schools and other religious 

institutions. In recent years, I personally now receive recurring invitations of this sort. We 

also have active relations with other Buddhist centers and have participated in programs 

for interfaith understanding. 

It should be noted that penetrating Western culture with the message of the Buddha is a daunting 

task, a task once compared to holding a lotus flower to a rock and waiting for it to take root. 

Although the interest in Buddhism’s gentle contemplative approach to life is attractive to many 



Westerners, and the interest in meditation, in particular, as a kind of workout for the mind is 

large, nonetheless, Western culture has not been subject to centuries of the shaping and molding 

influence of the Buddhadhamma in the way the cultures of Myanmar and many other Asian lands 

have. In fact, many common tendencies in American culture run quite counter to Buddhist values 

and understandings. In spite of its many strengths, America and the West has for centuries been 

subject to the growth of what in Buddhist terms might be regarded as “pernicious views.” 

America has a complex religious culture whose influences often run in opposite directions. Let 

me highlight a few common pernicious tendencies that challenge, and will continuing to 

challenge, the growth and prosperity of the Buddhasasana in America.  

The first is a general distrust of religion, even among the religious. Much of this may have its 

source in Protestant Christianity, itself a protest movement against the Catholic Church that 

ended up rejecting much of ecclesiastical authority and often even the Catholic monastic 

tradition. The upshot is that Americans tend to find refuge and devotion difficult and do not 

really understand Sangha.  

The second is the influence of scientific materialism in American thought, which gives priority 

of matter over mind. This runs counter to the Buddha’s teaching that mind is the forerunner and 

makes Americans distrustful of the transcendent value of the contemplative practice. It also 

carries annihilationism as a corollary, which  the Buddha associates with moral irresponsibility.  

The third is rampant consumerism driven by a massive media-enabled manipulative marketing 

industry that works by stimulating the worst factors of human character, its greed, its hatred and 

its delusion. It is difficult to promote Buddhist values like like renunciation in the midst of such 

an onslaught. The temptation is a market-based response to promote and sell particular practices 

and teachings and teachers as commodities. The real danger in entrusting the Sasana to the 

consumer market is that the market inevitably vulgarizes whatever it sells. The danger is that 

Buddhism, if it is to survive in this way, will go the way of fast food, pill popping and 

televangelism. 

The fourth alarming tendency in American culture is hyper-individualism. I’ve come to think of  

much of American Buddhism as like a gaggle of teenagers, full of hubris, thinking they know it 

all, but not really aware of the degree to which they are still dependent upon their parents. Their 

parents, or at least their grandparents, are in Asia, the sayadaws who live in a tradition and a 

culture that has maintained Buddhism in its pristine purity for many centuries.  

SBV is an civilizing extension of that tradition into the Wild West of Buddhism, and its mission 

must be quite orthodox. The ways we at SBV have begun slowly to address the inconsistencies 

between Buddhist and American cultures includes the following: 

In recent years I along with American volunteers have taught ESL classes for our 

Burmese monks that have focused also on teaching sensitivity to American religious 

culture. We have discussed with our friends at the American Bodhi Center in Hempstead 

and the Jade Temple in Houson the concept of regular instruction of this nature for Asian 

monks of all nationalities who would like to engage in missionary work, perhaps even in 

the form of a summer institute. 

Along with my own ongoing study, research and teaching, I have chosen to focus much 

of my writing on the areas of tension between Buddhist tradition and Western cultural 

predilections. I have written two books, Through the Looking Glass and A Culture of 



Awakening, that take on many of these tensions, and made them available on request to 

our community members. I am writing a third book on the key doctrine of rebirth that 

will look at its traditional presentation and justification alongside the habit of many 

Westerners to reject the doctrine out of hand.  

The monastic or intitutional Sangha traditionally has a particularly central role in holding the 

lotus flower to the rock. Walpola Rahula, author of What the Buddha Taught, has writen: 

“It is the members of the “Institutional Sangha,” the bhikkhus, who have been the 

custodians of the Dhamma, and have transmitted it throughout these twenty-five centuries 

for the perpetuation of the Sasana (Buddhism). It is the “Institutional Sangha” that can be 

established in a country as an organized, visible representative body of the Sangha of the 

Three Jewels. So those interested in the establishment and perpetuation of the Sasana in 

the West must be concerned with the establishment of the Bhikkhu-sangha there.” 

Buddhaghosa's fifth century Vinaya Commentary Samanta-Pāsādikā makes the following rather 

remarkable assertion (the Vinaya is the Buddha’s monastic code): 

“The Vinaya is the life of the Sasana: if the Vinaya endures, the Sasana will endure; if the 

Vinaya disappears, the Sasana will disappear.” 

Nonetheless, the general success in the development of an American Sangha has been very 

spotty indeed. Most American Buddhists have never encountered a monk or nun. The number of 

American monastics across the nation is probably in the low hundreds, though signs of growth 

are encouraging. Nonetheless, SBV has made some important contributions addressing this 

deficit: 

I ordained in Myanmar in 2009 at the invitation of Ashin Ariyadhamma and with Sitagu 

Sayadaw as my preceptor. I returned to SBV in 2010 and, most significantly, have been as 

happy as a clam in my monastic role and intend to wear the robes for life. 

A series of Westerners and others have joined many Burmese youths each year in the 

tradition of temporary monastic ordination, as bhikkhus and as nuns. 

Our very first ordination in the newly completed Shwezigon Pagoda produced an 

American life-long bhikkhu. Ven. Nalaka currently lives at the Austin Buddhist Vihara, a 

Sri Lankan monastery up in Pfluegerville, to whom we make available our consecrated 

sima space, as we do to all local monasteries. 

A second candidate for lifelong ordination is now in Myanmar, following closely in my 

footsteps. Currently holding a lower ordination in a Tibetan tradition (much as I held a 

lower ordination in the Japanese Zen tradition before my full ordination), “Lundrub” or 

“our lama,” as he became affectionately known at SBV, is living at a meditation center, at 

Sitagu Sayadaw’s and Ashin Ariyadhamma’s request, for six months prior to ordination. 

By the time you read this he will probably already be a life-long Shwegyin bhikkhu, ¡K 

like me. 

We began this report by identifying SBV’s two primary missions, the first on behalf of Burmese 

families and the second on behalf of Americans. It should be noted that in the long run the first 

mission will succeed only if the the second does. The reason is that the younger and future 

generations of Burmese families will identify progressively more with American culture. I 

personally hope that the younger generations will retain not only a devout relationship to 



Buddhism, but also the rich Burmese culture and language. America has been a product of many 

cultural influences and the beautiful and wholesome Burmese culture can only improve the mix. 

Reaching out to the future generations of Burmese will meet the same challenges found currently 

in reaching out to Americans. 

Moreover, it should be noted that modernity has been sweeping across Asia carrying many of the 

same pernicious cultural influences inimical to  Buddhism that are already established in general 

American culture, with unfortunate results.  For instance, the number of monastics in Myanmar’s 

neighbor Thailand has decreased by 50% in a short twenty years. So far Myanmar has been 

largely spared this influence, but it will come. Our success in bringing Buddhism to America 

may ultimately bear on out success in preserving Buddhism in its pristine purity in Myanmar 

itself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Disorientation, Orientation,,, and Beyond 

All belief-systems emphasized that we came into this void called 'life' and 

leave unaccompanied. The common experience confirmed this and no 

elaborates explanation or evidence is needed to convince the truth of it. 

What is less obvious and mysterious is the answer to  

who we are, 

why and for what purpose we come into being 

and where  we are going, or our Destiny.  

This is what all belief-systems attempt to answer. The answer varies from 

system to system, cultural to cultural, place-to-place and time-to-time. 

(Paradigm shift). None of these are in agreement and so elusive that the 

'truth' cannot be sifted out of this haystack.  

One undeniable thing is, once we arrive we need the support, cooperation, 

and amicability of others and the environment for the assurance of 

continued and comfortable survival. For this, all belief-systems provide 

obvious, comprehensible means and method-system. All most all are 

uniformly in concordance, individual has to learn the rules to play the game 

of survival, in other words, one has to orientate to the animate and 

inanimate environment.  



Orientation is roughly defined as "determination as it how one stands in 

the environment, bringing into early understood relations. (Concise Oxford 

Dictionary) 

When human groups are small at the levels of families, class or even tribes 

the necessities are basic; obligations and duties of individual are minimum; 

and the rules are simple and few. When societies get longer, reaching the 

level of cities, states, and countries these requirements multiply, becoming 

complex and varied. But these rules are effective as long as family unit is 

untouched. Only, perhaps rules become more refined and more precisely 

defined assuring the feature of code and laws. This stage requires the 

universal acceptance by all the member of the group. As the society 

becomes longer and more complex with the division and specialization of 

trade and labor. The vested interest groups evolved. The wish and the 

requirements of the group have to be adjusted to meet the acceptance of 

the majority when human wisdom is found to be inadequate, the 'divine 

wisdom" is called in to veto in accordance with the will of the dominant 

group, religion law in addition to civil law evolved. 

This arrangement seems to work for the stability and progress until 

changes in production method in the form of agricultural and industrial 

"revolutions" come to the scene. The big impact of these revolutions is the 

fracture and disintegration of family structure, resulting in the loss of 

conventional, pre-existing orientation. In other words, individual and 

society becomes disoriented. 



Today's problems of various social and psychological problems (eg- 

disconnectedness isolation, depressions et,) leading to substance abuse, 

prejudices and radicalism with violent hostilities, economic instabilities with 

subsequent poverty, famine and wars are  a few outcomes of this 

'disorientation'. 

What is the perspective of Buddhism (not an accurate, appropriate term) 

on these problems and what solutions can it offer? 

 

Who we are? 

since the beginning of existence, homosapien is curious about who he is 

and how he comes into being. This curiosity arises only when he 

rationalizes I.e. well after he came out of mother's womb, the lapse of time 

would not help remember early events of life. Observing the fresh new 

comers does not help. The little one is as completely formed as he is, So 

who made us? The bat is, to attribute this to an omnipotent, omniscient 

Being.    

Even the event of embryologic science and the Big Bang Theory and 

evolution could not render the answer of formation. 

Buddhism refuted the existence or the role of a creator. Things and 

occurrences are the result of cause and effect.  

What is the cause? A being is basically corporality and mind. (Nama-rupa). 

Building block of corporeality is dhatu roughly, the element, the ultimate 



constituents of the whole, it is like little particles scattered after the Big 

Bang, due to their intrinsic properties of motion, cohesion, heat,  (vayo, 

Apo, tejo). They combined to form the building block (like amino acids and 

organic (materials) and form inanimate objects with self-juvination and 

metabolic processes. Further development of combinations and maturation  

of this basic life-force ( Jiva) evolved into more mobile, independent but 

still basic animate objects.  So goes the process which is similar to 

Evolution.  

But how does Nama-which has the properties of feeling (vedana), 

consciousness (vinnana) and rememberance or memory formed. Here the 

explanation becomes metaphysical. With a little twist that it is still 

corporeality -based, i.e, the niyama of dhatu. The metaphysical aspect is 

explained by a law called Dependent Origination (Patissa samuppada). 

The following diagram shows the relationship of dependence between 

three successive lives.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 Past   1.Ignorance (avijja)   Kamma process       

   (kammabhava) 5 causes       

  1,2,8,9,10 

 2.Kamma-formation (sankhara) 



---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Present   3. consciousness (vinnana)  rebirth process (Upapatti bhava ) 5 

results 3-7 

  4. corporeality & mentally (Nama-rupa) 

  5. six Bases (Ayatana) 

  6.impressions ( phassa) 

  7. feeling (vedana) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  8. craving (tanha) 

  9. clinging (Upadana)   kamma process (kammabhava) 5 

causess 1,2,8,9,10 

  10. process of becoming (bhava)  

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

future 11. rebirth (jati) 

  12. old age  Death  rebirth process (upappati bhava) 5 results 

3,7 

  (jara-marana) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 



The effect is never the result of single cause. Cause is multifactorial. 

Coming into being is therefore not done by any creator nor by one's own 

choice or 'freewill'. One existed one fires sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief, 

despair, old age, (by decay) and finally death. (Jatipaccaya jaramarana 

et,,) 

One may argue that life is not that all gloomy; there are good food, fine 

clothing, melodious music, even sensual pleasure of all kinds. But they are 

all impermanent and transitory. The more you enjoy the more you want- 

insatiable.  Effort to regain these transitory pleasures is trust rating. So 

what is the solution. To know them to be impermanent and transitory and 

not to cling to them. This is the fundamental of the doctrine established in 

the first sermon at Migadavon. 

Realization that all sentient beings are Nama-rupa with impermanent 

existence, not created by any outside agent leads to a very crucial 

conclusion.  

Each individual is no better nor worse than the next- egalite, fratenate, 

liberate.  

You cannot pray for your salvation nor blame others for your misfortune. 

All is cause and effect. Salvation comes only when you do not nature the 

cause-greed, hate, delusion and secondary conceit, clinging and ignorance.  

Stopping the effect, thereby ending the rebirth is not a willful extinguishing 

of the fore- like some misinterpretation and misunderstanding that ending, 



the existence (such as suicide) will stop all these miseries. It is similar to 

not providing fuel to the fire. Another word, it is not nihilism. If you can 

achieve that you gain bliss and peace in this very world. If you exist this 

world without any clinging (upadana) you will have no rebirth because 

there is no cause, no fuel. This is Nivarna. 

Why do we comes or why are we here in this life? What is our destiny?  

We are the late comers to this planet. The flora, fauna, and other 

resources are already there. The necessities for survival, food, and shelters 

are already there. The continued existence is assured. Whether we will be 

successful in this venture depends upon our intelligent utilization of these 

resources. In Buddhist scriptures, the planets extinct and reformed many 

times (kalapas) presumably because of injudicious utilization of the 

resources when greed, hate and delusion prevail.  

Life is a dynamic process. Successful existence requires stability (Samadhi). 

How is stability possible in the midst of dynamism? The maintenance of 

correct relationship between thing and, animate and inanimate and events 

and occurrences is essential. This is expounded in another great doctrine. 

Patthana or law of relationship or conditionality.  

It is summarized in twenty- four subjects. When the cause of any effect is 

multifactorial, the permutation becomes infinite. Such is the depth and 

marvel of this doctrine, which require supreme intelligence to fathom. The 

corporality of the Buddha is so radiant that it is said to be spreading to all 



the universes. Ptthan perhaps is the most cherished and revered of all the 

scriptures.  

 

The 24 modes of conditionality are-- 

1. root-condition (hetu-paccaya) 
2. object-condition (arammana-paccaya) 
3. predominance-condition (adhipati-paccaya) 
4. proximity-condition (anantara-paccaya) 
5. contiguity-condition (samanantara-paccaya) 
6. co nascence-condition (sahajata-paccaya) 
7. mutuality-condition (annamanna-paccaya) 
8. dependence-condition (nissaya-paccaya) 
9. decisive support-condition (upanissaya-paccaya) 
10. pre nascence-condition (purejata-paccaya) 
11. post nascence-condition (pacchajata-paccaya) 
12. repetition-condition (asevana-paccaya) 
13. kamma-condition (kamma-paccaya) 
14. result-condition (vipaka-paccaya) 
15. nutriment-condition (ahara-paccaya) 
16. faculty-condition (indriya-paccaya) 
17. jhana-condition (jhana-paccaya) 
18. path-condition (magga-paccaya) 
19. association-condition (sampayutta-paccaya) 
20. dissociation-condition (vippayutta-paccaya) 
21. presence-condition (atthi-paccaya) 
22. absence-condition (natthi-paccaya) 



23. disappearance-condition (vigata-paccaya) 
24. non-disappearance-condition (avigata-paccaya) 

 

Conditions like hetu and kamma, vipaka are the forces that cause the being 

of the life. Almost all other conditions are positive and negative forces that 

are responsible for balancing necessary for stability. Hetu consists of greed, 

hate, delusion and themselves are negative and destructive. But certain 

degree of these forces are essential for the survival. However, they have to 

be modulated by other conditions. The modulation is called the middle way 

(Mijjimapatipada) also expounded in the first sermon. 

 By paticcasamuppada, the miseries of being does not end with death. The 

rebirth is possible if one does not exhaust the cause. Such rounds of 

rebirths is called samsara, described beautifully and vividly by sir Edwin 

Arnold in the light of Asia.  

Nought  from the helpless gods by gift and hymn, 

nor birth with blood, nor feed with fruits and cakes, 

within yourself deliverance must be sought, 

Each man his prison makes, 

who toiled a slave may come anew a  prince 

For gentlw worthiness and merit won; 

who ruled a king may wander earth in rags 



for things done and undone.  

  

The fright of samsara prevent the mighty to trod on the weak. The 

possibility of a prize for 'gentle worthiness and merit' renders hope for the 

destitute. Since this life is but a drop in the sea of samsara, the hope of 

loss or gain gives strength to forebear.  

Rites and Rituals 

It is fashionable to utter now a day that spirituality (religion) can be, and 

should be practiced without rites and rituals. Although excessive practice 

and prioritization of rites and rituals (Silabbata paramasa) is discouraged, 

Annussati (recollection) of the Buddha, his Dhamma, His community of 

noble describes, etc, is very essential to reinforce and re affirm the faith. 

Buddhist prayer is not requesting favours. It is more of mission statement. 

In conclusion, the term Buddhism is incomplete, inaccurate, and even 

degrading. The appropriate term should be Tathagassa Dhamma. 

Historically, western writers tried to degrade and exclude this Dhamma 

from the world's major religions for not accepting the creator God and 

theocentric, followers outside of theocentric religion are even labelled 

heathen in derogator sense. Tathagatassa Dhamma is in even sense of the 

world a religion, not an iota less. God is replaced by a Supreme Being who 

was a human prince existing 2559 years ago. 



This article is a summarized bird's eye view and cannot mention all aspects. 

Challenges and questions may arise. It is advisable to discuss with a 

learned sayadaw (such as in Sitagu Vihara) and there is a rational answer 

to alleviate any doubt. The Dhamma encourages challenges and critical 

thinking.  

May all Beings be free from disorientation and acquire orientation in Bodhi 

wisdom.  

 

Wunzinmin (2015)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Neither the Same nor Another   [na ca so na ca añño] 

The phrase na ca so na ca añño was initially expounded by bhikkhu 

N                Qu         f K                                         

little after the beginning of the Christian era, by Savastivadin School [T.W. 

Rhys Davis in the Questions of King Milinda, ii, 40, 41, 1894, from the Pali], 

also  known as Vaibhasikas, later categorized in Khuddaka Nikaya [these 

Questions are of great historical interest AND so popular that currently 

there are no less than four translation to different languages from the Pali 

Canon] . The scenario depicted as the bhikkhu rhetorically responded the 

K      qu                w   w              neither the same nor another 

giving the simile of the flame of a lamp from the first watch to the second 

and the third and like milk turning to curds, butter and ghee whether the 

same or different.  One, who is familiar with logic, at a glance, will notice 

the conversation made use of the four-fold syllogism [of Socrates]. 

                                              Cogito ergo sum [I think, therefor I am] 

           Rene Descartes  For my part, when I enter most intimately into 
what I call myself, I stumble on some particular perception or other, of 
heat or cold, light or shade, love or hatred, pain or pleasure. I never catch 
myself at any time without a perception and can never observe anything 
but the perception.      (David Hume) 

 Though the Buddha used to preach in the common manner of speaking 

using conventional words as you, your, he, his etc.to his patrons, the 

ultimate truth revealed from the very beginning [to his very first five 



bhikkhus on selflessness, an-atta], denying any psycho-physical continuity 

[       W       u                      f            f      u          ]  

EGO  integrity           Service to humanity is service to God. Those who 

have served will be considered to   have successfully passed [and fulfilled] 

                       f                                      [     

Erickson, 1963].  Being secure, one who had offered tender love and care, 

w                ntegrated ego.  Love begets love and care begets care. And 

f           w                            u   w                         ff  

Owe to nobody. No ties. Detached from self and ready to rest in peace. 

Attach or detach? What is your choice?  

Attachment   is suffering       Whether one consciously or unconsciously 

believes in the concept on ego, self, spirit     and soul or not, it may not be 

       u          :                 uff        W  f         w    w       

somebody or something very dear, sentimental to us. For instance, if our 

child is ill, we are worried and feel lots of suffering, but not for another 

                  w                                                 at the 

       f     ā  ā  Again, another time she went to see the Blessed One in 

the middle of the day with wet hair in spite of the hot sun: her favorite 

grandson, Datta, who always help her to distribute alms, had suddenly 

passed away. When she told the story of her sorrow, he [the Blessed One] 

asked whether she wanted to have many children and grandchildren as 

there were people in the city of Savatthi.  She joyfully agreed [hoping the 

Blessed One will produce children for her using his supernormal Power]. 



 Bu       ā  ā    w                                     ?               

die i                                                               w    u  

                     w    w u     u            ā  ā  w u     u         

w      u                   w  ?   [ u                 w            

remaining household members had to bathe and clean hair if someone in 

    f                 ]   N            u    f                      

              f          [Udana 8:8]                                                                                             

         u         B       O           u     u       ā  ā             

grandson by applying ambrosia: a miracle is a violation of the laws of 

nature. 

Give me  a break    When one is facing catastrophic loss, one certainly 

wishes to have a break. Major losses or  persisting stressors will break you 

down. One hour or one minute shutting off/ from these stressors will mean 

                f             Bu    w     w                   u          

ourselves from these over-whelming stressors. Is it not too bad? But your 

situation is not the end of the world. Here is good news! You surely can 

make a habit of narrowing down/shutting off [extinction] from these 

stressful situations through what behaviorists called Social-cognitive 

learning Theory [Albert Bandura, 1986]. It has been claimed that when one 

is mindful of the present moment and breathes fully, anxiety/anger is 

significantly diminished [Laura Posner Perls, 1992, in gestalt therapy]. Will 

that moment of mindfulness be a break? Mindfulness Based Stress 

Reduction [MBSD], interpersonal psychotherapy and several other 



programs made use of the same principle. Scientists have named this 

phenomenon already known as the Maharashi Effect [as highlighted by 

Kulananda in Western Budddhism, 1997]. 

     Instrumental Conditioning        To achieve sustained relief from these 

stressors:   Pavlonian classical conditioning was, in the United States, first 

extended by Thorndike        and later by Skinner to demonstrate how the 

environment altered voluntary behavior, introducing principles such as 

reinforcement, punishment and stimulus control. In broad terms, Skinner 

postulated that the environmental consequences of behavior determined 

which actions would be strengthened with reward [positive reinforcement] 

or aversive experience [negative reinforcement] overtime. If the person 

repeats a certain behavior to maintain a certain state, then learning may 

                             w  w                                        w 

 f  ff                                             f               

maintained may slowly disappear by means of the phenomenon of 

extinction if the positive reinforcement is removed[ Skinner, B.F. 1938, 

1953]. What has to be learnt or which positive reinforcement has to be 

removed to exterminate clinging and continuing behavior? 

    Not me,  not mine     Allow me to quote a paragraph from Mindfulness: 
The Path to the Deathless by Venerable Ajahn Sumedho, 1987]  Some 

people just live their lives reacting to life because they have been 

conditioned to do so like Pavlonian dogs. If you are not awakened to the 

way things are, then you really are merely a conditioned intelligent 



creature rather than a conditioned stupid dog. You may look down on 

                            w                     u           w w     

similar things. This is because with sensory experience it is all conditioning, 

                               u                                       f         

memories and thoughts are perceptions conditioned into the mind through 

pain[and pleasure, in parenthesis my addition], through having been born 

as human being, being born into the families we have, and the class, race, 

nationality: dependent on whether we have a male or female body, 

attractive or unattractive and so forth. All these are just the conditions that 

are not ours, not me, not mine. These conditions, they follow the laws of 

nature, the natural laws. The view on selflessness agrees well with 

Buddhist Mahayanist Texts, Cowell, E.B.et al., 1894, compiled from the 

Sacred Books of the East, vol. xlix [at least before the major schism around 

          u   B   f        K   ā     u       ]:    u                   

people, talking loudly                     ----through the demerits of their 

false theories, are at last born wretched in the different hells. 

   THE     Unconditioned           Now is the time to contemplate how to be 

freed from this nasty conditioning.  When one is practicing unfailing moral 

conducts[purity of  ī  ], habitual practice of         concentration and insight 

meditation[   ā                ā-  ā   ā], his mind will be cleansed of 

   u                                                  f                [Gu u 

Goenka, 1987 in the Art of Meditation],due un-doing conditioning since 

birth rooted in pain/pleasure principle, modus primordium operandi, 
leading to [citta visuddhi].  Eventually as the undesirable behaviors 



associated with the ingrained concept of ego vanished with subsequent 

realization and insight [vijja udapadi] into resolution of the concept of the 

I-ness [ditthi visuddhi]. Obviously not an easy task! Remember Sir Isaac 

Newton had continuously pondered THREE days under the apple tree to 

get insight into the law of gravity [reminiscent of Archimedes legendary 

Eureka!].   Remember unfailing moral codes, the ground to sow the seeds 

of insight meditation, is pre-requisite to cleanse your mind as the scenario 

of your misdeed will resurface during meditation distracting in your path. 

One has to practice over and over as the moral virtue comes about as a 

   u    f       [            N                        II]   

EGO     I n s t i n c t        

      u                Bu                               w    F  u     

analytic psychology:    Man is motivated to act out of greed which consists 

of the desire to gratify his senses and   sex [kamma-taṇ ā, comparable 

with the libido of Sigmund Freud] as well as the desire to gratify his 

egoistic impulses [bhava-taṇ ā, comparable with the ego instinct and 
super-ego of Freud]. He is also motivated to act out of hatred, which 

consists of desire to destroy or eliminate what he dislikes [    ā  -taṇ ā, 
comparable with thanatos or death instinct of Freud] and also out of 

erroneous beliefs. (Biologically speaking, neurotransmitters dopamine and 

nor-epinephrine in the brain are responsible for the first two categories of 

desire/obsession but levels of serotonin for the third category; the rapidity 

and the extent of fluctuation of these neurotransmitters determine the 



severity of respective mood/ affect, desire/obsession [serotonin gene was 
present in the earliest marine vertebrates and remarkably stable in the 
course of evolution, more than five hundred million years ago in earth: 
since Cambrian period; my highlighting in parentheses]) for each 

individual. Both men and nature are in a stream of perpetual flux 

[Heraclitean Theory of Flux;                 w                ]. 

     Jayatilleke, K. N. 1974 , The Message of the Buddha [posthumous 

edition by Ninian Smart].  

Impermanence  is  real         Of course we all know things change in a 

state of flux and nothing endures. Everything    shall pass. Moments die, 

situation dies, lives end! Your spouse shall pass. Your child shall pass. Your 

parents shall pass. Your property/assets shall pass. A new situation will be 

born with each moment. But if your losses, unfortunately, become true 

        .how would you feel? You surely, for a moment, could not stay 

calm but shocked, restless, weeping and lamenting [unless you are already 

de-sensitized/ prepared with anticipation through insight meditation]. Loss 

of everything to us causes pain. So much painful that we try to deny the 

true nature of impermanence [losses] but blindly obsessed as everlasting 

and growing belief, the Protector/Preserver God might/would hold them 

               O       B                                            un-
gone         urns all beings and incinerates all events. If one has gained 

insight into the impermanence [anicca of the khandhas] of five aggregates, 

one is expected to live in peace. 



     Who were you yesterday? Who are you today? Who will you be 

tomorrow? No one will exactly foresee the future.  So you have to prepare 

for the worst while aiming sky as the limit. Allow me to portray a scenario 

w                                      f      f                 f Bu       

  Mustard  Seeds    W                                she ran away from 

her house and went from house to       house in the village asking medicine 

for her little son [denying death of her infant]. At every door she begged: 

                              f                                    u   

 f         f  dvised her to visit the best physician, the Buddha, who would 

 u        w                     B     f w  u                         u  

  f        f       u                                      w     u     

         

     u   I        f w  u            f      u    u  ?   he enquired in the 

f       u     Of   u                             u  ?                                                                     

 Of   u                       w    [             u               ]        

her again and again. Towards the evening she finally realized [with insight] 
that she was not alone in being stricken by the death of a loved one! This 

was the common human fate bringing her to an acceptance of reality as 

disclosed in the Theirgatha vimana Vutter, 213:23. 

  Finally Kisagotami had gained insight about death is the destiny of all 

beings [animals have reasoning but not wisdom/insight]. A person is said 

to gain insight when he/she has contemplated a problem and suddenly 

spots a solution as Newton did. 



    As we all know we are conditioned by pleasure and pain principle. What 

is the mover?  Can we escape from this prime mover? How?                                                                                         

De-condition/            u    f  uff            Bu             u      

                      W            Detachment         to experience the 

        u    f  uff         f u                      f                f 

materiality-           w       f u            f    u        f    [   f          

      u            hlighted by His Holiness , the Fourteenth Dalai Lama, 

1992, in the Meaning of Life. Life is conceived as  ā ā  illusion in 

Hinduism], is ceaselessly predisposing us to the real nature of suffering. 

How can we detach/un-do the conditioning since birth from these five 

aggregates? You might have been aware of practicing insight meditation 

leading to cognition with extinction of self-ish behavior due detachment 

from the concept of the I-ness. Insight meditation will help understand the 

cyclic nature of conditioned genesis, the well-known dependent condition 

[also named dependent co-arising] and break its beginning-less round of 

          Y u                         insight by clicking insight.com or gain 

wisdom by praying to god Ganesa or goddess Athena. 

   Here is one instance of educating by the Buddha applying the universal 

theory of relativism to a bhikkhu upholding the concept in continuity of 

personality.   

  Bhikkhu        Ā    I            Now at one occasion a pernicious view had 

arisen in a bhikk u        ā         f   f     -       u :     I u          

the dhamma taught by the Blessed One, it is this same consciousness that 



runs and wanders through the rounds of rebirths, not another.  When 

          f      f     Bu            f      :   ā       it true that the 

f    w            u     w                 u?            u  ff     :     I 

understand the dhamma taught by the Blessed One, it is the same 

consciousness that runs and wanders through the round of rebirth, not 

            W              u        ā  ?                             w     

speaks and feels experiences here and there, the result of good and bad 

                                     f   u     f                   

     u             w           u         w                        

that way? Misguided man, in many discourses have I not stated 

consciousness to be dependent co-arising, since without a condition, there 

                   f        u     ?  

Majjhima Nikaya, 38, 5[Maha-taṇ ā-     ā    u   ] 

  At one time, the Blessed One had to clarify Ananda on the 

profoundness of the dependent co-arising as the latter felt the co-arising is 

simple and easy to understand.               

Dependent    arising                                                    

dependent co-arising [paṭiccasamupada] Co-   is profound and appears 

   f u                        f          u    f                        

[                     N       15  1          ā    u   ]             u     

himself had run through rounds of decaying and becoming before he 

realized this truth [remember Buddha-to-be, attained enlightenment only 

after pondering this truth during the third watch of the night under the 



Bodhi Tree].   Parallel Sermon can be found in Sarvastivadin Texts as 

Salistamba Sutta applying the analogy of a growing sprout from a seed and 

the process of rebirth with a minor difference of interpretation from 

Theravadin School[Noble Ross Reat,1996 in Encyclopedia of Indian 
Philosophies in Karl H. Potter; David J Kalupahana , 1976 in Buddhist 
Philosophy]. This exalted sermon is of great historical interest to the 

scholars leading to deduction of the schism dates around the personality 

       [B   47]   u                f  ś     [B     -239].                                                                                                                                

Since everything is change happening, there is no one who owns the 

changes and no one to whom the changes are happening   W             

 f              I                                        f personal agency 

which, in Buddhist eyes, is the only truth corresponding to the linguistic 

u    f              w                u j     [Selfless Persons, Steven 

Collins, 1982]. We are verb-  u   [ N]       inter-be and inter-are   f 
Thich Nhat Hanh, 1988, in the Heart of Understanding, not nouns or 

pronouns! Clinging to these ever fluxing verbs [obsessing as I, I-ness, me, 
me-ness, etc.] may not be a prudent idea but instead conducive to 

continuous suffering with no relief.  

  Will there be a connotation as a chariot when its parts were disbanded? 

This is the rhetorical phrase delivered to the King Milinda by the bhikkhu 

N              w   f                        w     ā                    

and bhikkhuni Vajira [Samyutta Nikaya, 1, 552-554, sagathavagga, 

bhikkhunisamyutta, Vijira sutta]. 



     The   Word     C h a r i o t                        u                  u   

  j   :  N w w                                 --- a   human being or a non-

 u         ?              u           :           ā                    w   

has recited the verse desiring to arouse fear, trepidation and terror in me, 

                 f     w   f                                u     j     

       u                            O                            :  W     w 

     u    u            ?  ā              u      u          w?            

heap of sheer formations: no being is found here. Just as, with the 

assemblage of parts, the word chariot is used; so, when the khandhas 

[          ]                                            O   w               

de-constructive approach is employed in that scenario. There is no ghost in 

the machine as conjectured by Gilbert Ryle. 

    Continuity    W i t h o u t   I d e n t i t y     Let us go back to the 

question of neither the same nor another.    Too much jargon and 

soliciting for insight meditation: the latter being the only path       you can 

experience yesterday you, today you and tomorrow you as neither the          

same nor another which cannot be enlightened whether employed four fold 

             N    ju                       Y u          w                 

meditation is in accordance with the principles of neuropsychology though 

the Buddha set the ball rolling about two and a half millennia ago. The 

Road Atlas was intentionally mapped to experience and convince you on 

the evanescent nature of consciousness during fleeting moment. There are 

many instances of confusion on identity in patients with organ transplants, 

brain-conjoined twins, patients with any affection of the limbic ring, paleo-



mammalian brain [encircled by the cerebral hemispheres, neo-mammalian 

brain]comprising of several nuclei: accumbens, amygdala, hypothalamus, 

thalamus, etc. responsible for fear conditioning, fear response, motions, 

emotions, motivations, memory and homeostasis] giving an example of 

well-known Dr. Jerkyll and Mr. Hyde questioning as who they actually 

are[Message of the Buddha, Jayatilleke, K.N. 1975, a posthumous edition 

by Ninian Smart].  In such instances how will you make a decision?                  

    Atta hi attano natho ko hi natho paro siya 

Oneself is the refuge of oneself; what other refuge could there be. 

                                                      Dhammapada, XII, 160[Atta vaggo] 

This article is intended to share knowledge with the following: those with 

basic to mid-level knowledge of Buddhism, with some knowledge of 

biology, neuroscience, neuropsychology and philosophy and as an 

elucidation to the Here and Now appeared in Newsletter, TDSA on the 77th 

           f           Ñāṇ             ī   ū       w  F   u     3    14                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                         

Dr. Tin Nyunt, TDSA 

 

 

 

 



Meeting the White Marble Buddha, Marianne Mitchell 

 

What prepares a person like myself who has trained in Zen Buddhism for the first 

sighting of an all white, two and a half ton marble Buddha with flashing lights making a 

halo behind him,  and on the floor in front of him people have placed many bowls of 

fruit and vases of flowers?  I would have thought I would have carried Zen training with 

me to meet this new experience encountered in a new temple.  I had many years of 

learning the Zen curriculum where doing only one thing at a time is the goal and that 

be done in the simplest way possible.  This training even included watching how you 

used words.  One vase, one bowl as a Buddha offering would be enough and definitely 

flashing lights would be considered excessive.  And how about just one Buddha in the 

Buddha hall, not 24 all in the robes of their countries.  

 

But there was no trace of the Zen experience there with me, although it had somehow 

prepared me to fully embrace this new experience and joy sprang up.  What could be 

simpler than an all white Buddha, no distractions of other colors or textures.  And yet its 

size took it to another dimension.  Seated it didn't rise that much above those on the 

floor in front of him and yet his presence was huge.  Now there's a math problem for 

you--how does size make you think differently?  Somehow the teachings emanated 

from this single block of stone carved by a single master Burmese artist and although it 

took 2500 years or so to get here and then via an ocean journey on a ship from Burme, 

the west is now blessed with this gift from Myanmar, Sitagu Sayadaw, the Burmese 

people and Burmese Americans.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Essential for life!  

By Wendy Bixby 

Water is essential for life, until we attain Nibbana! 

Our brain and heart being made up of over 80% water may also become purified 

by our pure intentions of donating drinking water. Every drop of drinking water is 

beneficial to all living beings and the practice of donating brings us closer to 

realizing Nibbana. 

Earth is covered by 70% water, salt water makes up 97% and of the drinkable 

water 1.7% is frozen in glaciers. Over 750 million people lack safe drinking water. 

In Africa and Asia people may walk an average of nearly 4 miles to collect water. 

Sitagu Sayadaw, founder of our Austin Sitagu Buddha Vihara, initiated, organized 

and has maintained his Sitagu Water donation project for over 33 years. Sitagu 

Sayadaw is a magnificent role model and leader in social welfare of Buddhist 

communities especially in Myanmar’s dry zone. Sagaing Hills is rich in dhamma 

and has over 1,000 monasteries and nunneries. Since 1982 Sitagu water project 

has provided over 500,000 gallons of water per day benefiting over 10,000 

monks, novices and nuns. Sitagu Sayadaws water project requires 50 miles of 

water pipe and about a dozen reservoirs and at least 3 pump stations to safely 

share Ayeyarwady River water in Sagaing Hills. 

Big Spring’s devotees assist in the flow of city water to Austin Sitagu Buddha 

Vihara by supporting the water pipeline project completed in 2007. 

Ko Myo Aung initiated weekly 5 gallon bottles of drinking water delivery to our 

vihara and in 2003 Ko Win Bo, Than Than Shwe, and I inherited this lovely 

opportunity. We would share in taking the 5 gallon bottles to refill at HEB and 

then carry back to vihara every week. Later I was able to receive this responsibility 

happily (especially since I do not cook). Thanks to all of you who help me unload 

these 40lb treasures. I think it is a Buddhist teaching about the 8 qualities our 

water should have when we donate it and what these ideas of qualities help us to 

develop in our selves. 



1. Cool = develop pure moral discipline, sila 

2. Delicious taste = abundance of delicious foods and water in your future 

3. Light = bliss of physical suppleness 

4. Soft = mind calm and gentle 

5. Clear = mind clear and alert 

6. Sweet smelling = powerful purification of negative karma 

7. Good for digestion = reduce illness 

8. Soothes the throat = beautiful and powerful speech 

So you can see why I am so happy to have our 5 gallon bottled water account be 

from The Pure Water Stop! So far we carry the bottles to and from ourselves and 

maybe in the future we too will have delivery service if needed.  Did you know 

that all our tap water is drinkable! We are so lucky to have abundance at our 

finger tips. I encourage you to practice Water Dana every day. Whether you offer 

Mr. Yellow or Mr. White kitties, your friend, or even your teacher a cup of water 

you have a chance to delight in your determination to share and fulfill a need.  All 

practices of giving will aid us in our efforts to purify our minds. Your generous 

wholesome intention may eradicate suffering in 3 ways. 

1. Reduce attachment and weaken craving 

2. Happy future births in favorable  conditions to learn and practice pure 

Buddha Dhamma 

3. Develop virtue, concentration and wisdom (sila, sammadhi, panna) and 

therefore knowing the Eight Fold Noble Path and thus leading you to 

Nibanna 

In most modern health magazines you may read the how our bodies, which are 

60% water, benefits from drinking water. 

- Flush out toxins and weight loss 



- Reduce stress 

- Reduce fatigue 

- Look younger with healthy skin moisture and elasticity 

- Increased productivity 

- Balanced, alert, good mood, increased concentration 

- Proper body temperature 

- Increase digestion and decrease constipation 

- Rid self of muscle cramps and strains 

- Less likely to get sick 

Check out this list of benefits that the monks been telling us for over a decade 

now…. 

Benefits of Donating Water 

1. Longevity 

2. Beauty 

3. Happiness 

4. Strength 

5. Wisdom 

6. Purity 

7. Healthy 

8. Plenty of friends 

9. No thirst 

10. Active, agile, alert 



Fluidity is important in so many ways, whether its pumping the water uphill 

through 50 miles of pipeline, or by the way our healthy bodies move or by how 

thoughts in our minds flow, fluidity is a must. Cohesion is a profound concept; 

however, with regards to our community, let’s offer each other a cup of drinking 

water. When we kind heartedly offer even a single drop of water to a living being 

we have a chance to attain Nibbana. All of this is essential for life! 

Suki Hontu 

Wendy Bixby 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A Brief Biography of Sayadaw Dr. Ashin Ariyadhamma 

 

    Ashin Ariyadhamma was born on May 15, 1960 to U Tun Mhin and Daw Po (Mhinpo 

Ricemill) in Kyaung Gone village, Toungoo Township, Bago Division, Myanmar, as the 
third of their four sons. He studied at Kyaung Gone State Primary School, Nat Sin Gone 
State High School, No.(1) State High School in Toungoo, Bago Regional College and 
Rangoon University. In 1980, he received his Diploma in veterinary medicine and animal 
husbandry from Bago Regional College and B.Sc degree in zoology from Yangon Arts 
and Science University in 1982. 

    Ashin Ariyadhamma was fully ordained as a monk with Venerable Ashin Pannacakka 
(Aggamaha Kammatthanacariya) as preceptor on October 19, 1986. He received his 
early monastic education at Mahagandhayon Monastery in Amarapura for four years, 
where he served in the Registrar’s Office, and at Shwe Hin Tha monastery in Sagaing 
Hills for five years, where he also taught. He also gave meditation instruction at Thaung 
Gone Sasana Yeiktha and Zephupin Sasana Yeiktha. 

    In 1993 and 1995, Ashin Ariyadhamma passed the Higher Pali and Nikaya 
Examinations, respectively. He also practiced vipassana meditation in various meditation 
centres, including Thaung Gone Sasana Yeiktha, Zephupin Sasana Yeiktha, Mahasi 
Sasana Yeiktha, Tawgu Yeiktha, Theingu Yeiktha, Mahabodhi Yeiktha, Dhammaduta 
Centre and Igatpuri Centre (India). 

    In 1995, Ashin Ariyadhamma began studies at the Sitagu International Buddhist 
Academy (SIBA) in Sagaing Hills, in English under the guidance of its founder Sitagu 
Sayadaw, In 1996 he also became a lecturer at SIBA, and in 1998 undertook further 
studies in India, where in 2000, he received Master of Arts in Philosophy and Diploma in 
Buddhism from Bombay University. Upon returning to Myanmar he became the 
Assistant Registrar at SIBA and then, in 2002, Assistant Rector. 

    In 2003, Ashin Ariyadhamma moved to the United States for the propagation of the 
Buddhasasana, initially residing at the Dhammaloka Buddhist Vihara in Miramar, Florida. 
In December 2004 he moved to the Sitagu Buddha Vihara in Austin, Texas, as abbot, 



where he has overseen the Sitagu Shwe Si Khom Pagoda project under the auspices of 
Sitagu Sayadaw. From his home base in America, he has given Dhamma Talks in 
English, Burmese and Pali throughout the United States and abroad. During this time he 
also completed his doctoral thesis, entitled "A Comparative Study of Meditation in 
Patanjali's Yoga Sutra and Buddhist Text" and  received the Doctor of Philosophy from 
Kavikulaguru Kalidas Sanskrit University. 

    In recognition of his missionary work abroad Dr. Ashin Ariyadhamma was honored 
with the title of “Mahasaddhammajotikadhaja” by the Republic of the Union of Myanmar 
on the 66th Myanmar Independence Day, on January 4, 2014. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Biography of Ashin Cintita Dinsmore 

 

Ashin Cintita (aka Bhikkhu Cintita Dinsmore) was born John Dinsmore in San Francisco, 
California into a non-religious family. He earned a PhD in linguistics at the University of 
California at San Diego, and an MS in computer science at Kansas University. Shortly 
after marrying and becoming father to two of three children, he became a professor of 
Computer Science at Southern Illinois University at Carbondale. After a divorce he 
worked in the corporate world doing research and development in artificial intelligence, 
which brought him to Austin, Texas. 

In 2001 Ashin Cintita retired from his career at the age of 51 in order to devote himself 
to Buddhist practice and later teaching, which he has done ever since. He spent one 
and a half years at Tassajara Zen Monastery in California, which is in the Japanese Zen 
tradition of Suzuki Roshi, founder of the San Francisco Zen Center. Returning to Austin, 
he ordained as a Zen priest in 2003 at the Austin Zen Center, which he had helped 
found a few years before. He lived, trained and taught at the Austin Zen Center for six 
years before deciding to ordain as a Theravada monk. 

In 2009, at the invitation of Ashin Ariyadhamma, Ashin Cintita traveled to Myanmar and 
was ordained as a bhikkhu by Sitagu Sayadaw. He lived in Myanmar for thirteen months 
before returning to Austin. 

 

 

 


